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Abstrat
A single photon soure (SPS) is very important for quantum ompu-
tation. In partiular, it is essential for seured quantum ryptography.
But there is no perfet SPS in reality. Therefore, probabilisti SPS where
probability of simultaneous emission of two, three, four and more pho-
ton is less than the emission of a single photon are used. Sine lassial
photon always omes in bunh, the required single photon soure must
be nonlassial. In the well-known antibunhed state the rate of simulta-
neous emission of two photon is less than that of single photon. But the
requirement of quantum ryptography is a multiphoton version of the an-
tibunhed state or the higher order antibunhed state. Reently we have
reported a mathematial riterion for higher order antibunhing. Here we
have shown that any proposal for SPS to be used in quantum ryptogra-
phy should satisfy this riterion. We have studied four wave mixing as a
possible andidate of single photon soure.
1 Introdution
At present we normally use RSA ryptographi tehnique [1℄ for seured om-
muniation. The trik behind the suess of this most popular publi key rypto
system lies in the fat that a lassial omputer takes huge time to fatorise a
large number, whose fators are two large prime numbers. But this trik will
not be valid if we an onstrut a salable quantum omputer. This is beause
a quantum omputer an use Shor's algorithm [2℄ to fatorise a large number in
a polynomial time. This observation have intensied the interest on innitely
seured ryptographi tehniques and Bennett and Brassard's 1984 proposal
[3℄ for a innitely seured protool for quantum ryptography (BB84 protool)
have reeived the attention of the whole ommunity. This protool does not
require any quantum omputer, so the problem with salability or deoherene
is not important in this ontext and thus it is expeted that the quantum ryp-
tographi tehnique will appear in the market muh before the appearane of
a quantum omputer. Reent experimental observations [4-5℄, do indiates this
fat. For example, we an note the reent suess in free spae distribution of
entangled photon pairs over a noisy ground atmosphere of 13 km [4℄.
The basi problem with BB84 protool is that it needs a soure that an
generate single photon on demand. This is beause if it produes some pulses
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with multiple photon (say N photon) and Eve take one of them and allow rest
of the photon (N-1 photon) to reah Bob, then even after the omparison with
Alie's bits Bob will not be able to detet the existene of Eve. So the system
is no more innitely seured. To get the advantage of innite seurity we need
perfet single photon soure. But in reality there does not exist any perfet
single photon soure (by perfet we mean a soure whih never produes two
or more photon simultaneously). The single photon soures, that are available
are probabilisti in nature. A probabilisti single photon soure produes single
photon in most of the time but there is a nite probability of produing mul-
tiphoton pulse. The less is this probability the better is the soure. Keeping
this in mind we an say that in a probabilisti single photon soure the prob-
ability of emission of single photon should be greater than a two photon pulse
and that must be greater than a three photon pulse and so on. Classially pho-
ton always omes in group, and they are alled bunhed. When the opposite
situation ours, and the probability of simultaneous detetion of two photon
beome less than the probability of their detetion after a time interval t then
they are alled anibunhed. This is a ompletely nonlassial state [6,7℄ (it does
not have any lassial analogue). For implementation of BB84 protool we need
a multiphoton version of antibunhing (i.e. a higher order version of well known
antibunhing phenomenon) and that is alled higher order antibunhing.
Higher order extension of the nonlassial eets have been introdued in
reent past [8-11℄. Among these higher order nonlassial eets higher order
squeezing is studied in detail [8,9,12,13℄ but the higher order antibunhing whih
is required for implementation of BB84 protool is not yet studied rigorously.
Atually, Lee introdued an inequality as the riteria for higher order nonlassi-
al state in a pioneering paper [10℄ by using the negativity of the P funtion [6℄.
A nonlassial state satisfying Lee's riteria is alled higher order antibunhed
state and is theoretially predited to be observable in two photon oherent
state [10℄ and trio oherent state [14℄. But from the earlier works of Lee and
others [10,11,14℄ physial meaning of the riteria is not lear. Reently Pathak
and Garia [15℄ have given a simplied ondition for higher order antibunhing.
In next setion we have briey desribed BB84 protool. In setion 3 we have
derived a simple ondition that a SPS, whih will be used in quantum ryptog-
raphy, has to satisfy. In setion 4we have shown that the ondition is satised
by pump mode of a four wave mixing proess. The last setion is dediated for
onluding remarks.
2 BB84 Protool
The protool is very simple, Alie wants to send a message to Bob in seured
manner and they have hosen photon polarized along a partiular polarization
axis (say horizontal) as '0' and photons polarized along the axis perpendiular
to it as '1'. Now if she sends a horizontally polarized photon that will mean
0 and if she sends a vertially polarized photon that will mean 1. The hoie
of horizontal and vertial axes are not unique, in fat there are innitely many
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possibilities. If somebody named Eve wants to rak the information he has to
measure this photon in a partiular basis (one out of innity, so the probability
of axis mathing is almost zero) and if that basis does not oinide with the
basis of Alie and Bob, then there will be a nite probability of getting the
bit inorret (orret). After the measurement Eve has to reprodue the bit
aording to his axis, sine loning is not allowed. This will not math with
Bob's axis. So there will be a nite probability that Bob's measurement yield
a wrong result. Now, by omparing some bits with Alie, the existene of Eve
an be traed by Bob. Thus it is innitely seured against the attak of Eve,
provided you have a single photon soure.
3 Mathematial ondition for single photon soure
The ith fatorial moment of usual number operator is dened as, N (i) = N(N−
1)........(N − i + 1). At rst we will try to understand the meaning of
〈
N (i)
〉
,
where 〈〉 denotes the quantum average. From the operator ordering theorems it
is easy to show that
a†iai = N (i) (1)
and thus basially we need the physial meaning of
〈
a†iai
〉
whih an be under-
stood with the help of n− th order orrelation funtion Gn.
The n−th order orrelation funtion for an eletromagneti eld is in general
dened as
G(n) (x1.....xn, ym....y1) =
〈
E−(x1)...E
−(xn)E
+(yn)...E
+(y1)
〉
(2)
where xj = (rj , tj) and yj = (rj+m, tj+m). In ase of a quantum eld the
average in the right hand side of (2) is a quantum average. Otherwise the above
denition of n− th order orrelation is valid in general and in quantum optis
it is used to study the higher order oherene [6℄. Now if we look at a single
point then n− th order orrelation funtion (2) redues to
G(n) (x1......x1) =
〈
E−(x1)...E
−(x1)E
+(x1)...E
+(x1)
〉
=
〈
E−n(x1)E
+n(x1)
〉
.
(3)
Here the single point means that the orrelation or the oherene is observed
at a partiular point in spae at a partiular time. This denition of single
point n− th order orrelation funtion or oherene funtion an alternatively
be written in a normalized form as
G(n) (x1......x1) =
〈
a†a†...a†a...aa
〉
=
〈
a†nan
〉
. (4)
This single point orrelation funtion is a measure of orrelation between n
photons of the same mode. Therefore,
〈
a†nan
〉
is a measure of the probability
of observing n photons of the same mode at a partiular point in spae time
oordinate.
After realising the physial meaning of
〈
N (i)
〉
we wold like to extend it
into new enqualities and extrat some physial information out of them. Let
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us start from our physial requirement that a single photon soure to be used
in quantum ryptography has to satisfy: The probability of emission of single
photon should be greater than a two photon pulse and that must be greater
than a three photon pulse and so on. This ondition an now be written as
〈
N (l+1)x
〉
<
〈
N (l)x
〉
〈Nx〉 <
〈
N (l−1)x
〉
〈Nx〉 〈Nx〉 < ..... < 〈Nx〉
l+1
. (5)
Therefore, under the antibunhing ondition if we observe (l+ 1) photons then
the probability of getting them 'one by one' is maximum and the probability of
getting all the (l + 1) photons at a bunh is minimum. This is what the idea
of antibunhing is. If we just reverse the diretion of inequality and look for
bunhing of photons then for l− th order bunhing the possibility of getting all
(l + 1) photons in a bunh will be maximum.
The idea of antibunhing was introdued just in opposite to bunhing and
essentially that idea is manifested here. If we observe total (l +m) number of
photons it is possible to get them in dierent ombinations, for example we an
get all the photons in a bunh or l at a bunh and m in another bunh and like
wise. In the nonlassial region of antibunhing the probability of getting all
the photons separately (one by one) is always maximum.
With the help of (5) we an simplify the ondition for obtaining l− th order
antibunhing as
d(l) =
〈
N (l+1)x
〉
− 〈Nx〉
l+1
< 0. (6)
Here we an note that d = 0 and d > 0 orresponds to higher order oherene
and higher order bunhing (many photon bunhing) respetively. This is the
ondition that has to be satised by any andidate of SPS.
4 The searh for single photon soure
At present we annot produe single photon soure (SPS) in true sense. All the
available SPS are probabilisti in nature. In any andidate for probabilisti SPS
the probability of getting isolated photon must be maximum and probability
of getting a pulse of two or more photon should derease with the inrease of
photon number. Thus it has to satisfy the riterion for higher order antibunhing
derived in last setion. Our task is to hek whether well-known optial proesses
an satisfy the riteria or not. Sine these states are essentially nonlassial, we
have hosen a physial system whih are already known to produe nonlassial
eet. The optial proess whih we will study here as a possible andidate is
four wave mixing proess.
4.1 Four wave mixing proess
Four wave mixing may happen in dierent ways. One way is that two photon
of frequeny ω1 are absorbed (as pump photon) and one photon of frequeny
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ω2 and another of frequeny ω3 are emitted. The Hamiltonian representing this
partiular four wave mixing proess is
H = a†aω1 + b
†bω2 + c
†cω3 + g(a
†2bc + a2b†c†) (7)
where a and a†are annihilation and reation operators in pump mode whih sat-
isfy [a, a†]=1, similarly b, b† and c, c† are annihilation and reation operators in
stokes mode and signal mode respetively and g is the oupling onstant. Sub-
stituting A = a eiω1t, B = b eiω2t and C = c eiω3t we an write the Hamiltonian
(7) as
H = A†Aω1 +B
†Bω2 + C
†Cω3 + g(A
†2BC + A2B†C†). (8)
Sine we know the Hamiltonian we an use Heisenberg's equation of motion
(with ~ = 1)
A˙ =
∂A
∂t
+ i[H,A] (9)
and short time approximation to nd out the time evolution of the essential
operators. From equation (8) we have
[H,A] = −Aω1 − 2gA
†BC. (10)
From (9) and (10) we have
A˙ = iAω1 − iAω1 − i2gA
†BC = −2igA†BC. (11)
Similarly
B˙ = −igA2C† (12)
and
C˙ = −gA2B† (13)
We an nd the seond order dierential of A using (9 and 11-13) as
A¨ =
∂A˙
∂t
+ i[H, A˙] = 4g2AB†BC†C − 2g2A†A2B†B − 2g2A†A2C†C − 2g2A†A2
(14)
Now by substituting (11) and (14) in the Taylor's series expansion
f(t) = f(0) + t
(
∂f(t)
∂t
)
t=0
+
t2
2!
(
∂2f(t)
∂t2
)
t=0
...... (15)
we obtain
A(t) = A− 2igtA†BC +
g2t2
2!
[4AB†BC†C − 2A†A2B†B− 2A†A2C†C − 2A†A2]
(16)
The Taylor series is valid when t is small, so this solution is valid for a short time
and that is why it is alled short time approximation. The above alulation is
show as an example. Similarly we an nd out time evolution of B and C or
any other reation and annihilation operator that appears in the Hamiltonian
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of matter eld interation. This is a very strong tehnique sine this straight
forward presription is valid for any optial proess where interation time is
short. Now we an use this solution to hek whether it satises the ondition
(6) or not.
Let us start with the study of the possibility of observing rst order anti-
bunhing. From equation (16) we an derive expression for N(t) and N (2)(t)
as
N(t) = A†A+ 2igt
(
A2B†C† −A†2BC
)
+ g2t2
(
8A†AB†BC†C + 4B†BC†C
)
− g2t2
(
2A†2A2B†B + 2A†2A2C†C + 2A†2A2
)
(17)
and
N (2)(t) = A†2A2 − 4igtA†3ABC − 2igtA†2BC + 4igtA†A3B†C† + 2igtA2B†C†
+ g2t2
(
24A†2A2B†BC†C ++32A†AB†BC†C + 4B†BC†C
)
− g2t2
(
4A†4B2C2 + 4A4B†2C†2 + 4A†3A3B†B + 4A†3A3C†C + 2A†2A2B†B + 2A†2A2C†C
)
− g2t2
(
4A†3A3 + 2A†2A2
)
.
(18)
In the present study all the expetations are taken with respet to |α > |0 > |0 >
for simpliation. This assumption physially means that initially a oherent
state (say, a laser) is used as pump and before the interation of the pump with
atom, there was no photon in b or c mode. Thus the pump interats with atom
and auses exitation followed by emission. Now from (17) and (18) we have
〈N〉
2
= |α|4 − 4g2t2|α|6 (19)
〈
N(2)(t)
〉
= |α|4 + g2t2
(
−4|α|6 − 2|α|4
)
(20)
where A|α >= α|α >.
Now using (19) and (20) we an show that the four wave mixing proess
satises the riterion of antibunhing (6) beause:
d(1) =
〈
N (2)(t)
〉
− 〈N〉
2
=
[
|α|4 + g2t2(−4|α|6 − 2|α|4)
]
−
[
|α|4 − 4g2t2|α|6
]
= −2g2t2|α|4
(21)
is always negative. Essentially, this is a nonlassial state but mere satisfation
of nonlassiality or antbunhing is not enough we need a soure whih an
satisfy the ondition for higher order antibunhing. So, lets see what happens
in the next higher order that is in the seond order.
For the study of alulation of seond order of antibunhing, we an alulate
A3(t) simply by multipliation and operator ordering:
A3(t) = A3 − 6igtA†A2BC − 6igtABC + g2t2
(
6A3B†BC†C
)
− g2t2
(
3A†A4B†B + 3A3B†B + 3A†A4C†C + 3A3C†C
)
− g2t2
(
3A†A4 + 3A3 + 12A†2AB2C2 + 12A†B2C2
)
.
(22)
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Then A†
3
(t) an be written simply as,
A†3(t) = A†3 + 6igtA†2AB†C† + 6igtA†B†C† + g2t2
(
6A†3B†BC†C
)
− g2t2
(
3A†4AB†B + 3A†3B†B + 3A†4AC†C + 3A†3C†C
)
− g2t2
(
3A†4A+ 3A†3 + 12A†A2B†2C†2 + 12AB†2C†2
)
.
(23)
Last two equations an be used to alulate the third fatorial moment (N (3)(t))
of number operator N as
N (3)(t) = A†3A3 − 6igtA†4A2BC − 6igtA†3ABC + 6igtA†2A4B†C† + 6igtA†A3B†C†
+ g2t2
(
48A†3A3B†BC†C + 108A†2A2B†BC†C + 36A†AB†BC†C
)
− g2t2
(
6A4†A4B†B + 6A†3A3B†B + 6A†4A4C†C + 6A†3A3C†C + 6A†4A4
)
− g2t2
(
6A†3A3 + 12A†5AB2C2 + 12A†4B2C2 + 12A†A5B†2C†2 + 12A4B†2C†2
)
(24)
Taking expetation value with respet to the intial state we an write
〈
N (3)(t)
〉
= A†3A3 + g2t2
(
−6A†4A4 − 6A†3A3
)
= |α|6 − g2t2
(
6|α|8 + 6|α|6
)
.
On the other hand, we an alulate 〈N〉
3
as
〈N(t)〉
3
= |α|6 − 6g2t2|α|8. (25)
By using last two equations one an easily hek that pump mode photon of
four wave mixing proess satisfy the riteria of antibunhing of seond order (6).
Sine,
d(2) =
[
|α|6 − g2t2(6|α|8 + 6|α|6)
]
−
[
|α|6 − 6g2t2|α|8
]
= −6g2t2|α|6
(26)
is always negative.
5 Conlusion
From (21) and (26) we an observe that the degree of nonlassiality inreases
monotonially with |α|2 (the avearge photon number before the interation).
This monotoni inrease in nonlassiality is expeted to be eased with the
introdution of higher order terms. But omparing (21) and (26) we an easily
onlude that for the same values of g, t and |α|, seond order antibunhing
is more nonlassial than the usual rst order antibunhing. In other way we
an say, sine d(2) is more negative than d(1), so the depth of nonlassiality
is more in seond order antibunhing. This oinides exatly with the expeted
property of higher order antibunhing disussed in [15℄. Finally we would like
to onlude that the four wave mixing proess may be a possible soure of single
photon needed for quantum ryptography.
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